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Abstract—Collaboration among a group of robots with het-
erogeneous capabilities is an important research problem that
enables to combine different robot functionalities, and thus,
conducts complex tasks that may be difficult to achieve by a single
robot with limited resources. In this paper, we propose a new
distributed task allocation framework based on the capability
matching of heterogeneous robots. The framework is composed of
an ontological dynamic knowledge graph model and a hardware
control scheme to model the capability and optimize resource
utilization for collaborative tasks. We introduce an intuitive
hardware control scheme based on a dynamic knowledge graph
that resolves possible conflicts between the hardware control of
different types of robots. Action sequences are produced by a
task and motion planning algorithm to collaboratively perform
the assigned task. The performance of the proposed methodology
is evaluated by both simulations and hardware experiments.

Index Terms—Multi-Robot Systems; Task Allocation; Resource
Allocation; Capability Modelling; Cognitive Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE development of robot fleets that can autonomously
assist humans in conducting productive tasks remains an

open research problem that demands solutions in the pursuit of
building the next generation of smart societies [1]. To reach
this ambitious goal, effective collaboration is a key component
that can enable groups of heterogeneous robots to improve
productivity, as each individual robot can contribute with a
specific skill to accomplish the task. Intuitively, a group of five
robots (e.g., each with a different carrying capacity, sensing,
and locomotion methods) may likely have better efficiency
in loading goods than a single robot [2]. This principle
of collaboration is naturally adopted by many human/animal
groups, however, its effective implementation in multi-robot
systems (MRS) is not trivial [3].

Various strategies have been developed to collaboratively
perform tasks with MRS, e.g., some representative state-of-
the-art methods include [4]–[9]. To optimize the performance
of a group of heterogeneous robots, it is essential to develop
methods that characterize and exploit the robots’ distinct ca-
pabilities in their strategy. Various researchers have addressed
this issue [10]–[13], e.g., the approach in [10] presents a
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Fig. 1. Heterogeneous robots developed for (a) simulation (b) experiments in
our multi-robots society. Robot B1 and B2 are non-assemblable and others are
assemblable. All of them have different talents and can work collaboratively.
The LED on their heads indicates the current state. Green: idle state, no job
or task. Blue: busy state, job received. White: helping state, granting favor as
a team-mate. In simulation: blue light with help: job received, no members
and seeking favor.

capability model and a distributed task allocation algorithm
based on auction theory. The suitability of a robot to work
on a given task is determined by a metric that quantifies the
strength level of the different robots’ components. The method
in [11] provides a multi-robot collaboration framework that
adaptively allocates robots in a task based on their energy
consumption. However, most existing approaches only focus
on representing robot capabilities for task allocation (i.e.,
during the planning stage), and do not consider collaborative
motions (e.g., forming teams and executing tasks) as part of
their capability-based models. This critical issue has not been
sufficiently studied in the literature.

Capability enhancement is another instrumental aspect of
multi-robot collaboration. Robot teams which can reconfigure
and augment their functions are expected to be more efficient
than teams with a fixed skill set. In recent years, many
researchers have developed various self-reconfigurable/self-
assemblable systems [4], [6], [14]–[20], which have demon-
strated high flexibility in their structural properties. The focus
of most previous studies has been primarily on hardware
modification, however, to algorithmically find an optimal
capability enhancement strategy for MRS, we need to de-
velop decision-making methods that incorporate interactions
between heterogeneous units with their associated capabilities.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH THE FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS IN

STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS FOR MRS.

Methods Capability Coll. Hardware Utilization Job Execution
[10] ✓ - - -
[11] ✓ - - ✓
[5] - ✓ - ✓

Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fig. 2. The full structure and use of the proposed ODKG. phase 1:
initialization of fundamental setup for collaboration: phase 2: task planning
for multi-robots; phase 3: information update.

Although great progress has been recently achieved, more
research needs to be conducted to develop these types of
enhancement functionalities.

The development of capability-oriented task allocation
strategies is another critical problem. Standard allocation
methods have been used by many researchers [21]–[25],
who have mostly focused on optimizing the task sequence
and execution time, but not on allocating tasks based on the
robots’ capabilities (which is an under-explored problem). To
automatically select different robot types and their roles in
the collaborative task, an optimal allocation algorithm may
need to consider the semantic relation between the robots,
their functions, and the environment. This can be done by
using a cognitive architecture graph [26]–[29], a model that
can effectively capture this kind of robot-function-environment
relationship. Despite its usefulness, cognitive graph methods
have not been thoroughly used in task allocation problems
involving heterogeneous MRS.

All these previous works have laid very good foundations
for the analysis and control of collaborative MRS. However,
there are two main (open) problems that hinder the develop-
ment of task allocation methods for collaborative robots: (1)
Difficulty to develop analytical capability models of different
robot types in a consistent way; (2) Difficulty to allocate re-
sources/capabilities to execute a collaborative motion task with
a team composed of heterogeneous units. The former problem
comes mainly due to the lack of a common representation
method to characterize the capabilities of robotic systems.
Efficient collaboration (e.g., to determine how a specific robot
can contribute to the task) requires a shared skill representation
framework. The latter problem is due to the fact that traditional
approaches typically rely on centralized decision algorithms,
which are computationally costly, and unfeasible to implement
in heterogeneous systems.

There are many state-of-the-art approaches to facilitate the
collaboration between multiple robots. We compare our meth-

Fig. 3. Decision tree for different working modes. If a robot can do the job
alone, then the working mode is either solo or partnership. If a robot cannot
do the job alone and is non-assemblable, it can only apply subcontract mode.
If it is assemblable, the mode is assembly or subcontract.

ods with [5], [10], [11] (see Table I). The method in [10] is
a strength-based approach that capability is characterized by
its strength level. The decisions calculated by this method are
only based on the binary existence of a given skill. Despite
that the model in [10], [11] can represent the heterogeneity
of the robot’s capabilities, these methods cannot capture the
merging/augmentation of different robots’ capabilities after
the assembly. These methods can optimally allocate tasks
but do not optimize the utilization of hardware resources.
As these methods cannot handle capability augmentation by
MRS with heterogeneous capabilities, the available working
modes are limited to the traditional approaches (individual or
simple group work without optimizing resource utilization). A
detailed job execution policy and cognitive knowledge sharing
for collaborative works are also not fully studied. The tasks
in [5] are divided into sub-tasks where robots make decisions
based on Bayesian Delegation and model-based reinforcement
learning. Although this method has a more comprehensive
framework for collaborative task execution, the model does
not consider the robots’ capabilities.

Our aim in this paper is to address these issues by de-
veloping a new distributed task allocation framework based
on a semantic graph model. The proposed solution combines
representation, enhancement and allocation methods of hetero-
geneous capabilities in robot teams. The original features of
our new methodology are summarized as follows:

• a novel capability-based matrix masking method to rep-
resent heterogeneous robot configurations (thus, reducing
hardware redundancy) and allocate their roles in a col-
laborative task;

• an effective method based on ontological dynamic knowl-
edge graphs to model and locally optimize the motion and
interaction between heterogeneous robots;

• a graph adjacency approach that uses the least cost path
to optimally utilize and coordinate resources in a group
of robots.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. III, IV,
and V describe the methodology; Sec. VII presents simulation
and experimental results; Sec. VIII gives final discussions and
conclusions.
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II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation

Matrices and column vectors are denoted by bold letters,
such as M and m. We use [M]ij to denote the entry at the i-th
row and j-th column of a matrix M, and [v]i to denote the i-th
element of a vector v. Throughout the paper, the superscript ∗k
is used to represent different instances of a model, e.g., ∗self ,
∗job, ∗req represent the robot, job, and required versions of
the structure ∗.

B. Definition of Terms

Roles: There are four roles in the proposed framework: 1)
Agent: refers to the robot that receives the assigned job and
which is responsible for completing it. 2) Helper: describes the
robot that assists the Agent in completing the job. 3) Team:
refers to various Agents and Helpers jointly working on the
same job. A Team must contain one Agent and at least one
Helper. 4) Member: Refers to any robots in a Team.

Capability: Refers to the configuration of a robot that is ei-
ther pre-set in the factory or set after a hardware enhancement.
In this paper, we use the matrix C with various superscripts
to represent the capability of a system/problem, e.g., Ck is
used for the general case, Cself for a robot’s own, and Cjob

for the capability demanded by a specific job.
In our method, we assume the distinctive hardware compo-

nents are categorized into different capability domains, e.g.,
defined based on their nature. For that, we use the following
three general capability domains: perception, manipulation,
and locomotion. For example, standard 2D vision sensors and
infrared cameras can both be grouped into a perceptual domain
while grippers belong to the manipulation domain.

Types of Collaboration: In our method, we consider four
working modes (see Fig. 3) to accomplish a mission, namely,
Solo, Partnership, Assembly and Subcontract. The Solo and
Partnership modes are for situations where the capability of a
single robot is sufficient for carrying out the job. When there
is only one robot around, the robot will act as an Agent and
work in a Solo mode. When there are other robots available,
they can act as Helpers and form a Team with the Agent
to collaborate and share the workload under the Partnership
mode. The difference between Solo and Partnership modes is
the number of robots involved. If there is only a single robot,
then, it belongs to Solo mode. Otherwise, it is a Partnership
mode and the workload is split equally.

The capability of a single robot may not be able to match
the demands of the job. Therefore, the Assembly mode allows
robots to create larger structures with enhanced capabilities
that fulfil the requirements. In this mode, the robot receiving
the job needs to be assemblable. For a non-assemblable robot,
it can instead adopt the Subcontract mode and transfer the job
to other robots. Neighbours who agree to help will then act
in Solo mode. For example, if a robot has more than 30%
of battery power and has no current job/task assignment, it is
defined as an idle robot. If a helper is running out of battery
or the agent loses communication with its helper for a period
of time, then, the agent losses a helper and may require to find
another robot to continue the task.

III. ONTOLOGICAL DYNAMIC KNOWLEDGE GRAPH

A. Graph Theory
Graphs are structures that model relations between different

objects. We denote a graph with the following pair G = (V, E),
for V = {v1, . . . , vn} as a set of vertices, E = {vivj |vi, vj ∈
V; i, j = 1, . . . , n} as a set of edges, vi as the i-th vertex, and n
as the number of vertices. The neighborhood of vi is defined as
Ni = {vj ∈ V|vivj ∈ E} [30]. For an undirected graph G, its
degree matrix is defined as D(G) = diag[d(v1), . . . , d(vn)],
where d(vi) is the degree of the vertex vi and equal to the
cardinality of the neighborhood Ni. The graph’s adjacency
matrix A(G) ∈ Rn×n satisfies:

[A]ij =

{
1 if vivj ∈ E
0 otherwise

(1)

With the degree matrix and the adjacency matrix, we compute
the Laplacian matrix of a graph G as L(G) = D−A, which
is symmetric and positive semi-definite.

B. Application of ODKG in MRS
MRS usually work in highly dynamic/uncertain conditions,

where changes can be external (e.g., obstacles and temperature
in the environment) or internal (e.g., intermittent communica-
tion among agents). To perform tasks in these situations, MRS
may need to build and track all semantic relations between the
variable elements. For that, we adopt a dynamic knowledge
graph to construct this information [2], [31]. The purpose
of this dynamic knowledge graph is to provide a framework
that models the heterogeneity of capabilities and allocates
resources efficiently in the various working modes.

An ontology is a collection of branches describing the nature
of objects, their attributes, and the relation among them [32],
[33]. Their structure can be modeled as a hierarchical graph.
In our method, we propose to use an ontological dynamic
knowledge graph (ODKG) to represent the semantic infor-
mation of the MRS during collaborative object manipulation
tasks, see Fig. 2. When the robot receives a job, it enters
Phase 1, which requires matching the capability, locating
suitable members, and generating a hardware control schema
(i.e. Phase 1 in Fig. 2). Then, it starts planning the action
sequence to complete the job as illustrated in Phase 2 of Fig.
2. The robot executes the plan and updates the ODKG with
the latest perceived information as shown in Phase 3 in Fig.
2. This approach is based on the following assumptions: 1)
all robots are autonomous and capable of coordination via
minimal local communication; 2) all robots can act upon the
latest environment changes to collaboratively reach the target.

The proposed ODKG is a two-layer hierarchical structure
that ontologically stores the information of internal physical
components and the external environment, and models the
interaction between them [29], [33], see Fig. 4. All the
elements in the ODKG can be updated, created, and deleted
based on the present observation/interaction [33]. The ODKG
is a digital twin of reality but expressed in a graphical-
semantic model [28]. We model the problem with two graph
layers representing the Robot Layer GR and Job Layer Gjob,
respectively. We use the case depicted in Fig. 4 to exemplify
the structure of the proposed knowledge graph.
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Fig. 4. Example of the implementation of ODKG in the MRS with a pick-and-place task. At the beginning (Step 1: Job Input), kinematic graphs and job
layer graph are sent to the agent when assigning a job. Then, the agent performs capability verification in step 2 and collaborates with the optimal neighbor
in Step 3. An ODKG is constructed for task execution and is composed of a Robot Layer and a Job Layer. A full ODKG is illustrated in step 3. During the
task execution in steps 3-4, the ODKG evolves with the latest interaction information between robots and the environments. When the job is completed (e.g.
an object is moved to the targeted table as illustrated in step 4), a connected ODKG is formed and the kinematic relationships between objects are identical
to the goal stated in step 1. A simplified version of a connected ODKG is shown in ‘Step 4: Job Completion’.

Fig. 5. Multi-worker systems with a job assignment. Each node represents
a worker. The blue one denotes the agent. The yellow envelope indicates
the favor request message. The green envelope indicates the favor granting
reply message. Once a job is passed to a worker, a self-capability check is
conducted before spreading the request to neighbors. If the neighbor cannot
do it and has not time-out yet, it propagates the request to its neighbors.

Robot Layer. This layer represents the state of the MRS,
i.e., the collaboration status of the robots and their compo-
nents. It consists of the robots and their attributes, which are
modelled as nodes in the graph GR. The attributes refer to the
hardware components equipped in the robots. The collection of
attributes defines the robot’s specific capability. The relations
between robots and between the robots and their attributes
are represented as edges in the graph GR. We define the
undirected edge between robots as a ‘collaboration relation’
and the directed edge between a robot and its attribute as a
‘control relation’. An example of the Robot Layer is shown
in Fig. 4.

Job Layer. The objects/items involved in a job as well as
its attributes are included in this layer. Key information about
the object (e.g., its dimension, weight, location) is encoded
into the attributes. In the context of Task and Motion Planning
(TAMP), this layer represents an extended kinematic graph that
contains physical relationships between objects in the world
and includes the necessary attributes of objects. The relation
between objects can be changed by the robots (simply by
interacting with them) and hence is defined as an ‘interaction’.
An attribute is linked to an object, and such relation is named
‘has attribute’. In Fig. 4, a simplified example of an individual
job layer is shown in step 1 and a detailed job layer in an
ODKG is shown in step 3.

Cross-Layer Relation. Connections between two items
of different layers are defined as an ‘interaction’. Physical
interaction with an object is an ‘in-contact’ type of interaction
while non-physical interaction is defined by its nature, such
as ‘observe’ for perception.

Once a job is allocated to an agent, a kinematic graph of
the current state Gjob

initial and the final goal state Gjob
goal with the

required capability is passed to the agent, as illustrated in Fig.
5. Then, we combine GR and Gjob

initial to form the present state
of the ODKG, see Fig. 4. Based on the job description, the
agent then generates the job execution plan by TAMP [34] with
task partition [35]. Members of the same team will undertake
different tasks with the optimally selected components. The
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state transition planning to achieve the goal is formulated with
TAMP in Sec. VI-B.

This graphical storage method facilitates the information
update process between multiple workers [36]. As different
layers have their own uniqueness, they can be viewed and
utilized independently for the purpose of simplicity. For ex-
ample, GR can be used in the hardware control of robots, and
Gjob can be used to check the job progress. In this paper, we
assume all manipulable job objects are virtually connected in
Gjob when the job is completed.

The dynamic connectivity of the graph can reflect the
current job progress based on the previous interaction history.
When the job is in progress (i.e. a manipulable job object is
being transported/manipulated), the job layer is a disconnected
graph. Job completeness can be determined based on the
connectivity in the Job Layer. The skeleton of the graph in each
layer can be expressed with the Laplacian matrix L(Gjob) [30],
[37]. L(Gjob) is always positive semi-definite. Its smallest
eigenvalue is always zero. Thus, connectivity is determined by
evaluating the second smallest eigenvalue. If a connected graph
is formed (i.e. the second smallest eigenvalue is larger than
zero) and the kinematic relation between all the job objects is
the same as the goal Gjob

goal, then, the job is completed.
We here introduce two methods to represent capabilities and

match capabilities. Based on their nature, we refer to these
methods as (1) Passive approach and (2) Active Distributed
approach. Both methods are dependent on the robot layer in
ODKG. The first one adopts a waiting (hence passive) strategy
of the agents towards collaboration, while the second one uses
a constant search (hence active) for the best collaboration
strategy. Task planning and job execution processes of both
methods are identical and only depend on the ODKG.

IV. PASSIVE DISTRIBUTED CAPABILITY MATCHING

A. Strength-Based Capability Modelling — How strong am I?

To construct an ODKG for heterogeneous robots, we first
model the configuration of each robot, which is equipped
with (possibly) different hardware components. The capacity
of each component is quantified by a strength metric whose
magnitude encodes the capability to perform a given task.
Large values signify a higher (or more specialized) capability.

In our proposed model, robots are either: (1) Assemblable,
i.e., capable to form structures with other assemblable robots,
or (2) non-assemblable, which can only work in parallel
with other systems. Both non-assemblable and assemblable
robots are capable to perform certain (typically simple) tasks,
however, the strength level required to perform a challenging
job could exceed that of a single robot. In this situation, a
robot can collaborate with others by undergoing a capability
enhancement or by simply passing the job to others [2]. To
deal with this issue, we propose a capability-based dynamic
task allocation algorithm that enables the shared execution of
challenging tasks by a team of heterogeneous robots.

Note that each capability is denoted as an attribute node that
is connected to the robot object in GR. We model the robot’s
capabilities as a matrix Cself ∈ RN×5, where N = D × n,
for D as the number of the capability domains, and n as the

Fig. 6. Coordination system of the component location. (a) Origin is denoted
with the orange circle; (b) planes definition for each axis; starting from Plane
1; (c) top view of the robot with the coordination system with Plane 2 on the
y-axis excluded.

number of strength levels. The proposed capability matrix is
constructed with the following three terms:

Cself =
[
sself qself Pself

]
(2)

where the strength vector sself ∈ RN×1 stores the intensity
levels for the D capabilities in the structure:

sself =

[
s1, . . . , sn︸ ︷︷ ︸
capability 1

. . .
sN−n+1, . . . , sN︸ ︷︷ ︸

capability D

]⊺
(3)

for si as the ith strength level. Within the same capability
domain, the strength levels are listed in ascending order, i.e.,
s1 < · · · < sn for capability 1 and so on. The structure of
this strength vector will act as an indicator signal for protocol
agreement between different robots.

The quantity vector qself = [q1, . . . , qN ]
⊺ ∈ RN×1 contains

the number of robot components that belong to a specific
capability domain, which are here denoted by d. In our model,
components with a high strength level are capable of executing
those tasks demanding a lower level within the same capability
domain. Therefore, the quantity vector qself is computed
based on the following rule: qi = count(level(comp.) ≥ si) ,
where qi equals the number of components with a strength
level that is no smaller than si. e.g., if a robot has two
components in the first capability domain whose strength
levels are s1 and s2, thus, the quantity is q1 = 2 and q2 = 1.

The position matrix Pself ∈ RN×3 stores the locations of
the robot components and has the following structure:

Pself =
[
pself
x pself

y pself
z

]
(4)

where the N -dimensional column vectors pself
x , pself

y and
pself
x contain the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis coordinates of the

robot components. We can write Pself in the following form:

Pself =
[
rself1 rself2 · · · rselfN

]⊺
(5)

where the row vectors rselfi = [xi, yi, zi]
⊺ denote the 3D

position of each component. In our model, we define the
coordinate frame’s origin such that the components’ positions
are always represented with positive values. We assume that
these locations fall within a set of pre-specified integer values,
as conceptually represented as planes in Fig. 6. The lowest
plane in the proposed model is Plane 1, therefore, the location
is always greater than or equal to 1 for any component, and
0 for non-existing components. If there is more than one
component with the same strength level, only the most distant
from Plane 1 is considered in the position structure.
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Fig. 7. Capability verification visualization. (a) Capability of a job Cjob; (b)
position and Quantity Masks; (c) results Creq after applying masks on (a);
only colored areas carry meaningful information; white refers to redundant
data, i.e. 0.

B. Capability Verification — Can I do the Job?
The ‘Job’ is assigned randomly to the agent. As shown in

Fig. 3, once a job is passed to an agent, capability verification
is carried out to determine the operation mode. A job is
represented with a similar structure to (2), instantiated as
Cjob = [sjob,qjob,Pjob]. We can verify the suitability of the
agent to perform the task by comparing the quantity of the
components qjob required by the job with qself . This is done
with a simple Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [38] as:

[∆q]i = max(([q]jobi − [q]
self
i ), 0) (6)

The elements in the vector ∆q describe the missing compo-
nents that the agent needs to find to perform the job.

The location verification between Pjob and Pself of com-
ponents in each capability domain if similarly performed with
ReLu. The required components location Preq is computed
as:

[rreqk,j ]i = max(([rjobk,j ]i − [rselfk,min]i), 0) (7)

Preq = [rreq1 . . . rreqN ]⊺ = [preq
x preq

y preq
z ] (8)

where rjobk,j is the jth row vector of the kth capability domain.
rselfk,min is the vector of Pself that is the closest to rjobk,j ,
hence, best meets the specifications of the job. The required
components location for a Helper is specified in Preq.

To simplify calculations, our model adopts a binary masking
approach [39], where masks are constructed to cross-map the
robots’ characteristics with the demanded job capability Cjob,
see Fig. 7 for a conceptual representation. To determine the
quantity of the location of each required component, we need
to link the demand in Preq with qjob by constructing a binary
mask of Preq. To this end, we convert Preq into a vector with
the same dimension as qjob, and denote it as mp:

mp = Preq e3 ∈ RN×1 (9)

where e3 = [1, 1, 1]⊺. To determine the number of final
missing components (i.e. qreq), we have to integrate the
missing quantity ∆q with the demanded quantity in terms of
location mp. As the demand in position has a higher priority
than that of the quantity needs, to avoid creating conflicting
quantity results in qreq, we cross-map the difference vector
∆q with the mask mp. We use B{mp} to normalize all terms
in mp greater than 0 to be 1, where B{∗} denotes the element-
wise binarization operator. We combine B{∆q} with ¬B{mp}
by performing the logical ‘and’ operation. To this end, let us
introduce the following term:

[b]i = [∆q]i([
B{∆q}]i ∧ (¬[B{mp}]i)) (10)

where ¬ and ∧ denote the not and and logical operator,
respectively. b is a quantity column vector in which the
components represented in each [b]i are only required from
a quantity perspective, not a location perspective. To combine
the quantity demands from Preq and b, we apply the mask
B{mp} on qjob and combine the results with b to solve qreq

as follows:

[qreq]i = [qjob]i[
B{mp}]i + [b]i (11)

where qreq is a vector that integrates the missing components’
quantity in terms of both location and quantity. Following (2),
the final required capability Creq is constructed as:

Creq =
[
sjob qreq Preq

]
∈ RN×5 (12)

Once Creq has been determined by the agent, the work-
ing/collaboration format is determined following the rules
described in Fig. 3. We now present a representative case study
to illustrate the proposed methodology.

Example: Consider that the capability requirements of a
job Cjob and the agent’s capability configuration Cself are:

Cjob =

[
1 1 1 4 1
2 0 0 0 0

]
, Cself =

[
1 1 2 3 2
2 0 0 0 0

]
Based on the structure (2), we use (6) to obtain ∆q and (7)–(8)
to compute Preq as follows:

∆q⊺ =
[
max(1− 1, 0) max(0− 0, 0)

]
=

[
0 0

]
(13)

Preq =
[
max(1− 2, 0),max(4− 3, 0),max(1− 2, 0)
max(0− 0, 0),max(0− 0, 0),max(0− 0, 0)

]
=

[
0, 1, 0
0, 0, 0

]
(14)

We calculate mp with (14) by using (9) as follows: mp =
Preqe3 = [1, 0]

⊺, which is used to obtain the binary mask
B{mp} = [1, 0]

⊺. The term b is computed by using (10) as
follows b = [0(0 ∧ 0), 0(0 ∧ 1)]

⊺
= [0, 0]

⊺. The required
quantity vector can be calculated via (11) with the binary
operations qreq = [1(1)+0, 0(0)+0]

⊺
= [1, 0]

⊺. By combining
sjob = [1 2]⊺, qreq and Preq from (14), we can compute the
final required capability matrix as shown below:

Creq =
[
sjob qreq Preq

]
=

[
1 1 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 0

]
(15)

where Creq shows that the agent is looking for a helper
with one component ([qreq]1 = 1) containing the following
features: a strength level of 1 ([sjob]1 = 1), and a height of 1
unit ([preq

y ]1 = 1).

C. Favor Granting — Let me Give you a Hand

Once Creq is ready, the agent starts searching for mem-
bers. The communication among the MRS is represented
using standard computer network models [40], [41]. If a
solo/partnership/subcontract working format is possible (see
Fig. 3), the agent spreads Cjob to its idle neighbors. If
assembly mode is possible, the agent spreads Creq with Cjob.

If an idle robot receives the request, it evaluates the
agreement protocol based on the structure of its strength
vector sself , and if it is asynchronous, the robot carries out
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Fig. 8. (a) Passive Distributed Method: agent only focuses on solution
optimization with pre-processed solutions. (b) Active Distributed Method:
agent actively takes part in all decision-making processes with all unprocessed
neighbors’ data.

synchronization mapping with the incoming message. After-
wards, the robot computes the capability difference ∆C =
[sjob,∆q,∆P] by applying (6)–(8) where ∆P = Preq in (8).

If ∆C ̸= [sjob,0N×4], the neighbor lacks certain requested
capabilities and forwards the incoming message to its neigh-
bors. If ∆C = [sjob,0N×4], the robot replies with a favor
granting message and sends back its own capability, which we
denote as Cfav , and the robot becomes a responsive neighbor.

D. Member Selection — Who will be the Best Helper?

The optimal member can be determined by comparing
the capabilities of each responsive neighbor Cfav [42]. To
compare matrices efficiently, we do not simply take the large
matrix Cfav for calculation. Instead, we condense it to a
column vector k:

[kk]j = [sk]j [q
k]j [p

k
x + pk

y + pk
z ]j , for k = job, req, fav

(16)
where we multiple the elements in sk and qk to amplify their
priorities in kk. We use addition in P to lower the impact
of each px,py,pz to the overall condensation results. The
similarity between the received favors and the requirement
can be reflected by the Euclidean distance. We represent the
similarity with the Euclidean distance score θk [43]:

θk =
1

1 + ||kfav − kk||
× 1000, for k = job, req (17)

where a shorter distance implies higher similarity.
The solution is obtained by finding the neighbor with the

highest θk. The neighbor with the most similar capability to
the demanded one is denoted as ωo, and determined by:

ωo = argmax
ω

(θk1 . . . θ
k
2a), for k = job, req (18)

where ω is an active neighbor and a is the number of active
neighbor. A favor acceptance acknowledgment is sent back to
ωo indicating its role. A timeout approach is used to indicate
favor rejection [41].

V. ACTIVE DISTRIBUTED CAPABILITY MATCHING

The method described in Section IV uses a strength-based
strategy to describe the specialty of a component (i.e. the
differences between components in each capability domain,
describing how strong is a given component) with a passive
distributed approach, where neighbors take part in determining
the operability of a task, and the agent is only responsible for
finding the optimal solution among all available pre-calculated
solutions that are passively received from neighbors. However,
the passive method (which we shall refer to as Method 1)
may not provide global optimal results that consider the
combination of all idle neighbors. To obtain global optimal
results, we propose an active distributed method.

A. Type-Based Capability Modelling

Components can also be categorized into different types.
There might be a situation where the types of components are
considered instead of the strength level, such that each type
of component can only carry out one type of job (e.g. some
thermal cameras provide both thermal and RGB images while
others only provide thermal information). To this end, we
introduce an active distributed type-based capability approach,
which we shall refer to as Method 2. A conceptual comparison
between these two methodologies is illustrated in Fig. 8.
Method 1 can provide local optimal results with a shorter
elapsed time in capability matching. Method 2 can provide
global optimal results but the elapsed time is longer. Hence,
the trade-off is time with optimality.

We define the type-based specialty and quantity in new
formats and denote them as Tk = [tk1 , · · · , tkD]⊺ and q̂k =
[q̂k1 , · · · , q̂kD]⊺ where D is the number of capability domains.
Each row refers to one capability domain d, for d ≤ D. For
example, if there are type 1 and type 2 components in the
capability domain d, then tkd = [1, 2]⊺ and the corresponding
quantity is q̂kd = [2]. As the dimensions of different tki may not
match with each other, we append 0s to the end of tki to make
sure Tk is a matrix. The position P̂k

i of each component tki
is individually denoted as P̂k

i = [p̂k
i,x p̂k

i,y p̂k
i,z]. The position

of all components is represented as [[P̂k
1 ]

⊺ [P̂k
2 ]

⊺ . . . ]⊺.

B. Capability Verification

The agent runs capability verification when it receives a
job. Elements in Tjob are compared with Tself row-by-row.
If an element from Tjob can also be found in Tself , it is
considered as specialty matched. If there is an element in
Tself that fails to meet the requirement, the agent cannot
work alone. Similar to Sec. IV-B, ReLu is used for quantity
comparison. The quantity difference (i.e. ∆q̂) is computed as
in 6. If all the values in the result ∆q̂ are equal to zero, solo
working is feasible in terms of the quantity, otherwise, a co-
worker is required. The agent sends a capability request to its
neighbors but does not disclose any details of the assignment.
Idle neighbors reply with their configurations Tω , q̂ω , and
the corresponding P̂ω without any pre-calculation where we
denote idle and replied neighbors as active neighbors (i.e. ω).
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Fig. 9. A modified assemble search tree. The purple node indicates the agent
which is also the ancestor Υ. Others are descendants υ. Ports refer to the
number of assembled ports in a robot. The number in each node shows the
currently available node remains. The search ends when a solution is found
in layer 3.

C. Collaboration Determination
In the following, ‘solution’ can be referred as possible

collaboration results. It can be a single robot for partner-
ship/subcontract mode or a list of robots for assembly. To cal-
culate the optimal solution, the agent makes all the decisions
actively based on all the received neighbors’ capabilities. The
position of a component is compared with ReLu when quantity
and type are matched. If the result obtained from ReLu is not
equal to 0, the component does not fit the requirement. If it
is equal to 0, the component satisfies the requirement. All the
neighbor’s capabilities undergo a partnership and subcontract
collaboration checking with the same capability verification
stated in Sec. V-B. If there is any neighbor who fits the
job criteria, it implies partnership/subcontract collaboration
is available and it is one of the solutions. For capability
enhancement, having more neighbors means a larger amount
of combinations have to be analyzed, which is computationally
costly and time-consuming. Inspired by the assembly approach
used in [4], we modify the breadth-first search algorithm in
tree topology to determine the optimal capability enhancement
solution as depicted in Fig. 9. We refer this tree as the modified
assemble search tree. The agent constructs this tree after it
receives responses from its neighbors.

In this tree topology, we use a node to represent a robot.
The agent is the ancestor Υ while the idle neighbors are
descendants υ. Nodes involved in a path from Υ to any υ
are the member of a team. Our goal is to obtain a path (i.e.
a solution) for the optimal assemble combination that has no
repeated or redundant robots in it.

Each robot has a limited number of assembly ports, here
denoted as P and which is equal to the maximum number
of degrees in its node. A υ in the tree is a node with at
least one degree/assembly port, i.e. P > 0. The number of
available ports after assembly with the current node is the
team’s available ports AP , which is calculated as:

AP =

f∑
i=1

Pi − 2(f − 1)− g (19)

where f is the number of nodes involved in the path from Υ to
the current node. When two robots assemble, an assembly port
from each robot will be used, hence, two ports are deducted
from the remaining available ports (i.e., the second term in
(19)). g represents the number of ground-contacted robots. For

Fig. 10. Example of hardware control when new sensory data arrives to
a group of assembled robot team that contains A, B, and C workers. A
locomotion capability for action is in request. ‘P’, ‘M’, and ‘L’ stands for
perception, manipulation, and locomotion components. The edges in red,
black, and green indicate the highest, medium, and lowest cost connections.
The arrow indicates the flow of the action command resulting from the least
cost path calculation.

example, in a “tower-like” assembly (see Fig. 4) with robots
attached on top of each other, a single robot is responsible for
the team’s mobility, thus, g = 1.

A descendant υ is created if and only if there is an assembly
port left from its parent’s layer and a new combination can
be built. A solution check is carried out after a new layer is
constructed. At the lowest level of υ, a path’s capability is
compared with the capability requirement if the path’s AP ≥
0. If there is a path satisfying the requirement, it is one of the
solutions and the search is completed. A new layer will only
be developed if there is no solution found in the current layer.
An example of this modified search tree is shown in Fig. 9.

If more than one solution is available, we apply a capability
similarity comparison to locate the optimal solution. Similar
to (17), we define the Euclidean distance score θ̂i as follows:

θ̂i =
1

1 + ||q̂i − q̂job||
× 1000 (20)

where we only focus on the number of components. The
specialty is omitted here as a higher type index component
does not imply it is better than that with a lower type index.
i is an available solution that denotes the capability of an
idle neighbor ω in partnership/subcontract mode or the overall
capability of a robot team in assembly mode. The optimal
member list can be reached with the largest θ̂i by (18).

VI. CAPABILITY-BASED TASK ALLOCATION

A. Control of a Team of Robots

To address the hardware coordination of a team of robots,
we first construct a weighted graph W(GR) from our ODKG.
W(GR) is an adjacency matrix but with the cost included for
edges. We use cost to indicate the availability and priority
of accessing a component. We set the range of cost to be
[1, 2m], where m is the total number of members in a team.
If there is any component not available to be used freely in the
collaboration assembly (e.g., locomotion of Robot B in Fig.
4), the highest cost (i.e. 2m) is used in the edge between the
robot node and the component node. If there is any component
not requested by the agent/job, these components are treated
as redundant with a cost equal to m in the linkage. Otherwise,
the component is regarded as free and with the minimum cost
(i.e. 1). This situation is visualized in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 11. Simulated robot factory with an enlarged view of each job.

When a robot detects new sensory information, it activates
some functions/actions of the hardware components, such
as moving or grasping. In this section, we focus on the
hardware selection of each task, but not on task planning.
Each capability has its own action set A = {a1, a2, . . . }. To
achieve accurate control, we find a minimum cost path with
the Dijkstra algorithm [30], [44] from the current capability
attribute node that receives the new sensory data to the
capability attribute node that equips the required action ai.
Consider the situation shown in Fig. 10 as an example. When
the perception component of Worker A receives a new useful
observation, Worker A analyses the data and decides to take
an action a1, e.g., to move forward. This finds the minimum
cost path from its ‘P’ node to a capability node that contains
a1 in its action set. From the node ‘P’ of Worker A to a
locomotion capability node ‘L’ of Worker B, only 3 units of
cost are involved, which is the lowest cost in the graph. Hence,
the team controls the locomotion component of Worker B to
execute the action a1.

The proposed control mechanism can be used with all types
of working modes. Its purpose is to ensure the action is taken
by the correct component in a robot team without hardware
conflicts. Fig. 10 conceptually depicts the approach.

B. ODKG: Planning and Update

To determine the response for each sensory data and
environment change, we plan the action with the ODKG.
Coordinating task allocation with capability consideration is
complicated. Therefore, we utilize Task and Motion Planning
(TAMP) [34] with task partition [35] to generate a feasible
action policy π = {a1, a2, . . . } for low-level motion planning.
We use the Force-Based Algorithm for Motion Planning [45]
when implementing the distributed path planning on multi-
agents for each action ai. In the task planning stage, once a
job is allocated to an agent, the current Gjob

initial and the final
goal environment state Gjob

goal with the required capability is
passed to the agent. We take the Gjob

initial and Gjob
goal as the

input for TAMP framework.
The pose of all objects in the kinematic graph is with respect

to a constant object in the world frame or to a random object.
When there is a new interaction caused by an action ai (e.g.,
‘in-contact’ or ‘observe’), a new relationship between objects
is created, and state transitions occur. A state, here denoted
as si, refers to the dynamic status of a group of variables. In
our case, a state refers to the status of the environment and
the robot-environment interaction. Each ai drives the state si
towards the next state si+1 represented as a = ⟨si, si+1⟩ ∈ Γ.

TABLE II
CONFIGURATION OF ROBOTS (METHOD 1)

Types Amount Perc. Man. Loc. Size Coll. Ports
B 2 1, lv 1 2, lv 1 lv 2 4 lv 1 —
L 1 1, lv 1 2, lv 1 lv 2 5 lv 4 3
M 3 1, lv 1 2, lv 1 lv 2 3 lv 3 2
S1 1 1, lv 1 1, lv 1 lv 1 2 lv 3 1
S2 1 1, lv 1 1, lv 2 lv 1 2 lv 3 1
O1 1 1, lv 3 — — 2 lv 2 1
O2 1 — 1, lv 2 — 2 lv 2 1
O3 1 — 1, lv 1 — 2 lv 2 1
O4 1 1, lv 2 — lv 1 2 lv 2 1

TABLE III
CONFIGURATION OF ROBOTS (METHOD 2)

Types Perc. Man. Loc. Size Coll. Ports
B 1, type 1 2, type 1 type 1 4 type 1 —
L 1, type 1 2, type 1 type 1 5 type 1-4 3
M 1, type 1 2, type 1 type 1 3 type 1-3 2
S1 1, type 1 1, type 1 type 1 2 type 1-3 1
S2 1, type 1 1, type 2 type 1 2 type 1-3 1
O1 1, type 3 — — 2 type 3 1
O2 — 1, type 2 — 2 type 2 1
O3 — 1, type 1 — 2 type 2 1
O4 1, type 2 — type 1 2 type 2 1

After an action, the transition between the current state to the
next state is denoted as Γ ⊆ S× S, where Γ is the transitions,
S = {s0, s1, . . . } is a set of states, s0, sgoal ⊆ S are the
initial and the goal state. We match the actions in π to the
corresponding robot with W(GR) by task partition [35].

VII. RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

To validate the proposed methodology, we develop a small
virtual robot world with a game engine (Godot). The system
enables to simulate multiple robots that collaboratively per-
form different types of jobs (see Fig. 11). As this method is
focused on decentralized multi-robot collaboration, all agents
move randomly in the idle state and execute their own scripts
independently. No centralized algorithm is used for coordina-
tion. Data is stored by the main system for our further analysis.
We perform all simulations on a PC equipped with an RTX-
3060 GPU.

A simple box pick-and-place task is chosen as the job. The
mission is simple but allows testing the proposed method as
each job has different capability demands. For instance, some
jobs require a certain strength/type of specialty while some
do not. A job can generally be carried out by various working
modes. Different kinds of assembly combinations may also be
available for the same job.

We design nine robot types with diverse capabilities (see
Fig. 1). The amount and configuration of each robot type are
indicated in Table II and III, where “Amount”, “Perc.”, “Man.”,
“Loc”, “Coll.”, and “Ports” refer to the number of robots in
the field, perception devices, manipulation tools, locomotion
units, collaborability, and assembly ports, respectively. In this
numerical study, we focus on the ‘tower-like” assembly, where
height is the most significant element in terms of dimension.
“Size” refers to the height of a robot, and “lv” denotes level.
Assemblability can be reflected in the number of available
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Fig. 12. Demonstration of different types of collaboration working process:
(a) Assembly mode in Job 1: the orange robot goes and picks up the green
robot for assembly. (b) Partnership mode in Job 2: the orange robot helps
the blue robot in partnership mode. (c) Assembly mode in Job 3(a): the blue
robot assemblies with the purple robot to extend its height for reaching the
green box. (d) Subcontract mode in Job 4: the yellow robot passes the job to
the purple robot as only the purple robot can meet the job requirement.

Fig. 13. Example results of different combinations: Job 1: assembly; Job 2:
partnership; Job 3: partnership and assembly; Job 4: solo and subcontract

assembly ports that are shown in the last column. “1, lv 1”
and “1, type 1” refers to one component with strength level 1
and one component with type 1 specialty respectively.

Four different job types are created. Job 1 focuses on the
specialty of perception. It requires a level 3 vision device to
detect heat and is designed to test the assembly collaboration
where the assembly mode is the only available option. Job 2
focuses on the member selection of multi-robot collaboration,
and it only requires level 1/type 1 component for each capabil-
ity domain. Capability enhancement is unnecessary in this job
type. Job 3 focuses on the robot’s capability enhancement in
height, where three different height constraints are examined:
(a) 4-unit height, (b) 8-unit height, and (c) 9-unit height. Job
3 is designed to examine all kinds of collaboration formats
mentioned in the previous section. There are two types of
robots (Type B and Type L), rich in height that they can
conduct Job 3(a) in solo/partnership mode. Thus, all working
modes are potential solutions. Job 4 focuses on the specialty

Fig. 14. Strength-based capability C visualization for Job 2 and 3 with each
robot and team are shown with the range of [0, 255]. The larger number in
the capability is, the higher the color index is. Job 3(a): 4-unit height; Job
3(b): 8-unit height; Job 3(c): 9-unit height.

in the manipulation domain. Type S1 robot is the only robot
that is capable of accomplishing Job 4 in solo mode, and the
Type O2 robot can accomplish Job 4 but in assembly mode.

B. Capability Enhancement
1) Passive Distributed Methodology: Results of optimal

member determination are presented in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12
and Fig. 13, robots are able to perform the optimal capability
enhancement to satisfy the job requirement. Take Job 3(a) as
an example, where there are only two robot types. B and
L are capable to conduct the job in solo mode (see Fig.
14). Type M robot has to assemble with Type S1 robot to
satisfy the requirement as shown in 12 (c). Through assembly
collaboration, those incapable robots (i.e. Type M and Type
S1 robots) can now complete Job 3 with help from others.

2) Active Distributed Methodology: To test the perfor-
mance of the capability enhancement approach, we use Job
3(c) as an example where at least three robots’ involvement
is needed. Fig. 14 shows that only when Robot L, M, and S1
assemble, their team capability of color level can reach the
color level of the Job3(c) requirement. The assembly process
is demonstrated in Fig. 15 (1)–(5). Four different robots are
placed close to each other such that all of them are in the
same neighborhood. When the blue Robot M3 receives a job,
it calculates the feasibility of solo working. As Robot M3
cannot do it alone, it sends a help request to all idle neighbors
which include orange Robot L1, purple Robot S1, and green
Robot O1. To satisfy the job requirement, the agent computes
the optimal solution which is to assemble with Robot L1
and S1. The assembly search tree results and the capability
enhancement process is demonstrated in Fig. 15.

C. Collaboration Performance and Task Efficiency Analysis
Different member combinations are tested with our method,

see Fig. 13. Robots can locate a suitable co-worker with
an optimized capability to match results and form a team.
Different working modes and collaboration strategies may
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Fig. 15. Multi-robot assembles. (1) Before receiving any job. (2) Job 3 is
assigned to the blue one. Its LED turns blue with a red ”Help” word, indicating
it is seeking help. AP in the Assemble Search Tree refers to available port
remains after the current assemble and the solution is indicated with pink
lines. (3) The optimal solution is found. The LED on the purple and the
orange robots turn white. (4) Assemble with reference to the solution. (5)-
(10) Working and updating ODKG correspondingly where workers A, B, and
C are the purple, blue, and orange robots.

lead to different task efficiency results. To investigate the
differences, robots are randomly placed on the field and each
combination is tested 10 times.

The task efficiency outcomes of various working modes are
shown in Fig. 16. The shaded area shows the upper and lower
boundary of the results. In Job 1, as there is only one type
of feasible solution, if the agent is not an assemblable robot,
the mission cannot be completed. In Job 2 and 3, it can be
easily observed that partnership collaboration can reach the
highest efficiency as more manpower can boost productivity.
Solo mode is the second most efficient way to conduct the
job as there is no extra computation involved in collaboration
decision-making. Subcontract is the slowest workable solution
in Job 2. Although subcontract is the sub-optimal way to work,
it is still valid as the job is completed. The assembly mode
in Job 3 is the most time-consuming as assembly takes time,
such as approaching the agent and performing assembly. In
Job 3 and 4, there is a large overlapping proportion between
the assembly and the subcontract mode. The disparity between
these two working modes is not significant. In Job 4, robots
can either subcontract with a Type S2 robot or assemble with
a Type F2 robot. Thus, the performance of solo, assembly and
subcontract are similar.

Fig. 16. Task efficiency of Job 1-4 under diverse working modes.

Fig. 17. Comparison our method with the state-of-the-art method. (a) The
agent with our method can reach the box on the table; (b) the agent with the
state-of-the-art method cannot reach the box on the table.

It can be summarized that partnership is the best strategy in
general for completing a project with the least amount of time
spent. As there are no differences between the outcomes with
the designed workable solutions, the model is valid in terms
of the working mode.

D. Experimental Setup

To validate the feasibility of our proposed model, a small
robot setup with 4 types of robots is developed (see Fig. 1 and
18). Robot B1 and B2 are Type B robots; Robot L is Type L;
Robot M is Type M; Robot O and O1 are Type O1 robots;
Robot O4 is a Type O4 robot. The color of the LEDs on the
robot’s body indicates their current status (see Fig. 1). In the
experiment, robots first analyze their observed data and then
pass the useful information to others. In this section, we focus
on Job 1 and Job 3 with the assembly mode. The requirement
of Job 1 and 3 are the same as the simulation. To make the
experiment more relevant to the real-world application, Job
1 requires moving goods away from a ‘simulated explosive’
object. Job 3 requires picking goods from a table with a height
of 8 units and placing them into a box. The robots use a
Raspberry Pi 4b for processing and communication, and an
Arduino for low-level control. The Job is assigned from an
Ubuntu computer to the robots. All programs and decisions
are executed individually.
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Fig. 18. Experiment: Job 1-3 with different methods. (a)(1) The agent receives a job and seeks favor. (a)(2) – (5) start working with various working modes:
solo, partnership, or assembly. (b) A new job 5 is included that which requires 8-unit of height and a level 3/type 3 perception capability to locate a non-hot
box. (b)(1)–(4) Robot L assembly and work with Robot M and Robot O1. (c) Method 1 and 2 give the same member selection results when Job 2 is assigned
to Robot M1. (d) The average task efficiency of different working modes.

E. Collaboration Analysis with Object Pick-and-Place Tasks

In both methods, the agents form the optimal strategy based
on their capabilities. In Job 1, we hide a heater inside one
of the blue boxes to simulate the existence of explosive
material. All blue boxes are identical and cannot tell the
difference from the outlook. The robot needs to acquire a
heat detector to differentiate the safe box from the dangerous
one. We assign the job to Robot M. In Fig. 18, Robot M
transfers states from sinitial to sassemble and to sgoal. Robot
M successfully conducts the assembly with Robot O. With the
extended thermal vision from Robot O, the team is capable to
select the correct box {adetect, agrasp} and move it to the
desired area {amove, arelease}, away from the explosive box.
The experiment proves the robot’s ability to execute the job
collaboratively and to utilize the optimal components via the
proposed methodology.

In Job 3, the height constraint is unachievable for any single
robot in the field. To test the optimal member localization
and the assembly working mode between Robot L and M,
we specifically assign the job to Robot L. In the experiment,
Robot L assembles with the appropriate worker which is Robot
M. Through the implementation of the ODKG, the robot team
can achieve optimal component control. The team uses the
gripper from Robot M instead of that of Robot L, to grasp
{agrasp} and unload {arelease} the goods. With the capability
enhancement, the team can pick up the goods from a table and
put the goods into the target box for packing. Based on the
results, it can be concluded that the proposed model is feasible
and valid. It matches our observation in the simulation results.
It also proves the potential for adopting the proposed model
to solve the real-world multi-robot collaboration problem.
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Fig. 19. (a1) Robot S2 sends a favor request; (a2) robot S1 is selected in
both methodologies. (b) Potential Members. (c) Similarity score θ for each
potential member with Method 1 and 2.

F. Performance Comparison

We numerically compare (i.e., with the simulation envi-
ronment) the optimal performance of our proposed methods
by placing multiple potential members around the agent. As
shown in Fig. 19, all 6 types of robots are placed next to each
other. We assign Job 2 to Robot S2. All the neighbors can
conduct the job in solo mode, except Type O robots.

1) Passive Distributed Methodology: Job 2 requires a
strength level 1 manipulation component. As Robot S2 is
capable to carry out the job by itself, it looks for a partner
to conduct the job in parallel and to boost productivity. The
agent sends a favor request containing Cjob to all its idle
neighbors. The agent receives the favor-granted messages (i.e.
Cfav) from all robots, except Robot O1. As there are more
than one neighbors who fit the criteria, there are multiple
available solutions. From the scores in Fig. 19, we can observe
that Robot S1 has the highest score. Results can be verified
with the visualized capability in Fig. 14, where Robot S1 has
the most similar capability to that of Job 2. Thus, the job is
shared with Robot S1 in a Partnership form of collaboration.

2) Active Distributed Methodology: Job 2 requires a type
1 manipulation component. However, Robot S2 has a type 2
manipulation component, which means its capabilities do not
match the requirement. As the solo mode is not feasible due to
the lack of a type 1 manipulation component, Robot S2 needs
a helper. A help request is broadcasted to the idle neighbors.
The agent receives the capabilities of all idle neighbors. As the
solo mode is not feasible and there are insufficient assembly
ports on Robot S2, based on Fig. 3, the remaining solution is to
adopt the Subcontract mode. There are 4 potential Subcontract
collaboration solutions. The optimal solution is located via the
scoring calculation where Robot S1 is the optimal choice with
the highest score θ̂ = 50 (see Fig. 19). Visually, Robot S1’s
color is the most similar to that of Job 2 shown in Fig. 14.
Hence, the job is transferred to Robot S1 with the Subcontract
mode.

We also compare the performance differences via experi-
ments. In Fig. 18(c), we assign the same Job 1 to Robot M1
to evaluate the results differences and accuracy in selecting a

member under passive and active approaches. Both approaches
show the same results, with Robot O1 selected as the optimal
neighbor.

Both methodologies are valid and have their own features.
The passive approach puts individual consideration at the top
priority while the active approach puts more emphasis on
resource allocation. The differences in practical scenarios are
that the passive strategy is more suitable when resources are
not limited. The active strategy is more applicable in situations
where resources are scarce. More details are discussed in the
Sec. VIII-A.

G. ODKG Validation
We validate the ODKG model by assigning various types of

jobs to our heterogeneous MRS. When the robot receives a job
assignment, the agent builds the ODKG model and uses it for
decision-making. In Fig. 12 and 13, the teams are capable of
completing the assignment in solo or working collaboratively.
Consider the three-robot assembly case with the use of Method
2 in the following (see Fig. 15). After the assembly, three
robot ontology layers are connected. In the beginning, all
objects ‘box’ are linked to the object ‘table’. The locomotion
capability node ‘L’ of the orange robot which is denoted as
worker ‘C’ in ODKG and ‘table’ are connected with the object
‘ground’ as shown in Fig. 15 (5). When the purple robot
(denoted as ‘A’ in ODKG) sees the ‘box’, there exists an
interaction between the ‘box’ and the perception node ‘P’ of
the worker ‘A’, demonstrated in Fig. 15 (6). As the kinematic
graph shows that the observed ‘box’ is on the ‘table’, the robot
has to go to the ‘table’ to reach the ‘box’. Thus, the robot team
moves towards the ‘table’ with the locomotion capability of
‘C’ and grasps the ‘box’ with the manipulation capability of
‘A’ in Fig. 15 (7). The team locates and moves to the target
‘place’ for unloading the ‘box’ shown in Fig. 15 (8)–(9). This
process is repeated until all boxes are linked to the ‘place’
as illustrated in Fig. 15 (10). In this numerical example, the
agent formulates the collaboration strategy and completes the
job successfully.

Both passive and active methods provide similar results in
the experiments. In the experiments shown in Fig. 18 (a) with
the Job 1 Method 1 and 2, the agent Robot M collaborates
with its member Robot O in assembly mode. An ODKG is
constructed and evolves with time. From steps 1 to 3 shown in
Fig. 18 (a), the unique perception information gathered by the
Robot O (i.e. the location of the non-explosive goods) is shared
to Robot M. The agent then triggers the ‘move’ and ‘grasp’
actions of its ‘locomotion’ and ‘manipulation’ capabilities with
the proposed hardware coordination system.

We tested the partnership and solo modes with different
approaches in the Job 2 experiments (see Fig. 18 (a)). The
agent Robot M2 receives the job and works with Robot M1
in partnership mode. If Robot M1 lacks sufficient power,
then Robot M2 works alone in solo mode. We use the robot
layer in ODKG to coordinate the hardware allocation problem.
In partnership mode, the least cost path from a feedback
node (e.g. ‘perception’ node) to any action-related node (e.g.
‘locomotion’, ‘manipulation’ capability node) is 2. It indicates
that using the node from the same robot which receives
information is the best hardware allocation result.
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In the experiments with Job 3 Method 1 and 2, the agent
Robot L receives the job and collaborates with Robot M. An
ODKG is built and used to coordinate the hardware resources
in the team. As both robots are mobile, Robot M sends a
‘move’ action command to the ODKG to decide which robot’s
component to be used when it locates the goods in Step 3
shown in Fig. 18 (a). However, after reaching and grasping the
goods, Robot M loses sight. The team relies on the perception
information from the agent and uses the agent’s ‘locomotion’
capability to move towards the unloading area. When the team
reaches the unloading area, the team uses the ‘manipulation’
capability from Robot M to release the goods.

To further evaluate the effectiveness of the ODKG appli-
cation, we introduce Robot O4 which is a Type O4 robot.
We create a new job: Job 5, which requires an 8-unit of
height, type 1 and 3 perception capabilities to determine the
‘non-simulated explosive’ box, and type 1 manipulation and
locomotion components. In Fig. 18 (b), the agent Robot L
finds the correct robots to be its helper: Robot L assembles
with Robot M1 and Robot O1. During the task execution,
they use the type 3 ‘perception’ device of Robot O1 to
detect hot objects. By combining the perception data of
Robot O1 with Robot M1, the team successfully locates the
non-hot box. With the hardware optimization in ODKG, the
team uses the ‘manipulation’ component of Robot M1 to
interact with the non-hot box and control the ‘locomotion’
of Robot L to navigate the environment. We illustrate the
performance of the proposed methods in the accompanying
video https://vimeo.com/726691079

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Discussion

We evaluate the proposed ODKG with different working
modes and collaboration strategies. Through simulations and
experiments, we demonstrate the efficiency of ODKG in
heterogeneous MRS. The average task efficiency of adopting
various working modes is shown in 16 and 18 (d). Both results
proved that the partnership mode gives the optimal outcome
with the shortest elapsed time for job accomplishment.

Both approaches are feasible and effective in capability-
based task allocation. The passive approach allows neighbors
to share some computational cost from the agent by focusing
on individual offerings, but not the whole group. The active
approach however values the resource utilization of the whole
community before the individual. Passive and active methods
are related to the collaboration attitude while strengths and
types are for the capability modelling. These methods can be
used interchangeably. For example, the passive approach can
be used with type-based modelling and vice versa. In Method
1, the average elapsed time of ODKG (Phase 1) from job
receives to member selection is around 0.17s in both small (8
robots) and large-scale (24 robots) simulation environments.
Method 2 takes around 0.18s and 2.53s respectively as the
agent requires more time to compare all neighbors’ capabilities
with the requirement, thus, the time increases with the number
of neighbors.

There are two main limitations of the proposed method-
ology: (1) the processing time increases with the number of

capabilities, strength levels, capability types, and neighbors,
and (2) the capabilities of all robots have to be quantified
beforehand. Various kinds of jobs can be assigned to the
robots to evaluate their strength level and to classify them
into different categories.

B. Conclusion

This paper presents a distributed dynamic framework to
allocate collaborative tasks based on capability matching in
heterogeneous MRS. Our methodology is designed to handle
various kinds of working modes/collaboration between het-
erogeneous robots and to broaden the operability scope of
the job nature of a robot. Two approaches are presented and
their performances are tested through numerical simulation
and real-world experiments. Various multi-robot collaborative
tasks guided by the proposed method are conducted with
optimized strategies. Future work aims to extend our proposed
method to include various self-reconfigurable robots. Differ-
ent real-world applications and collaboration modes will be
explored to validate our method’s performance.
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